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Lecture 19

Foundations of Constructive Mathematics

• How can we provide a precise foundational account of Bishop’s mathematics?

What are the computation rules?

What are Bishop’s sets?

How is Bishop’s mathematics related to

Brouwer - intuitionism

Logic - recursive function theory

Computer science - programming languages and numerical analysis

• The computation system - background

– Computer science knows a lot about defining programming languages and imple-
menting them.

– Computing is changing mathematics in a fundamental way - see H.M. Edwards,
Essays in Constructive Mathematics, Springer 2005.

“Most mathematicians prefer constructive methods.” Preface p.1 (ix )

“Mathematics came to a fork in the road around 1880.” Preface p.1 (ix )

“The advent of computers has had a profound impact on mathematics...” p.x

– Remarks on the history of mathematics.
From the Greeks to Cantor, the divide 1880

Greek Constructions
↙ 1880 ↘

Cantor Kronecker
Hilbert ↘

Poincaré
↘
Bishop

• The computation system - technical issues
Computer science traditions
Untyped computation (Lisp) vs. Typed computation (Algol-like)
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Do computation rules require type information?

Lisp Algol

↓ ↓

Nuprl Coq

• A computation system

– Syntax: expressions or terms are required.

– Reduction rules: reducable terms vs. irreducable (canoncial) terms

– Specific models:

The lambda calculus

Primitive recursive arithmetic, e.g. Martin-Löf Notes (1969?), a direct ac-
count of natural numbers N and computable functions on them.

The Lambda Calculus - terms

λ(x.b) Abstractions (functions) - canonical

ap(f ; a) Applications - non-canonical

Reduction rule for ap(f ; a):

“Call by name”: Evaluate f , if the result is an abstraction λ(x.b), then substitute
the term a for bound variable x at all occurances in b, and evaluate the result, e.g.
compute b[a/x]. See note.

“Call by value”: Evaluate f as above. Evaluate a, to result a′ if termination, then
evaluate b[a′/x].

Note:
The substitution operation must avoid “capturing” free variables of a if a is an open term.
Typically evaluation is done on values which are closed terms, e.g. no free variables.

Recursive Arithmetic à la Martin-Löf

Constants - canonical values

0, S(0), S(S(0)), ...

Function definitions-

f(x1, ...xm, y) =

{
f(x1, ..., xm, 0) = g(x1, ..., xn)

f(x1, ..., xm, S(n)) = h(x1, ..., xm, n, f(x1, ..., xm, n))
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Applications -

f(e1, ..., em, e), where e, ei are expressions

Reduction rules - apply the definition to constants.

The applications are non-canonical values. We prove that they reduce to constants.

Typing is not noticed here since all terms have type natural number. The situation would
change if we allowed real numbers as well, or more simply, the type of lists of numbers,
e.g.

nil is a list.

If l is a list, then cons(n; l) is a list.

Now how would evaluation work? What is nil + 0? What is cons(n; 0)?

Defining Nuprl’s Constructive Type Theory (CTT)

CTT has a precise mathematical semantics built on its computation system. The types are
defined after computation is understood.

Following Bishop, types are defined in terms of values with a defined equality. Thus types
involve equivalence relations

x = y in T

To say that a value a of the computation system has type T, we must know a = a in T.

To know this requires that this equality type has an inhabitant, called axiom. (We often
write ∗ for axiom.)

The CTT theory assosicates with every type A an equality relation x = y in A. Having
equality is what allows this theory to express abstract ideas, mathematical concepts.

Most programming languages are not abstract in this way and thus do not have mathematical
character.
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